from the editor E d i t o r i n C h i e f : Wa r r e n H a r r i s o n ■ P o r t l a n d S t a t e U n i v. ■ w a r r e n . h a r r i s o n @ c o m p u t e r. o r g I still remember encountering my first zealot: my dental hygienist. After taking one look at what she must have considered my horribly misshapen maw, she excitedly began listing the corrective procedures that she felt were absolutely necessary. "We can cap the front teeth and add a set of braces to take care of that overbite … but you'd only have to wear them at night …" she began.
"I'm just here for a cleaning," I responded. My hygienist looked at me with a mix of astonishment and offense-astonished that I cared so little for my oral fitness (since I wasn't interested in paying thousands of dollars to cap my perfectly functional teeth) and somewhat offended that I didn't take her advice to heart. It took some reflection to fully understand that our world views differed radically. My hygienist, who dealt daily with cosmetic oral curses such as chipped teeth, overbites, and coffee stains, obviously viewed one's teeth as the center of one's soul. I, on the other hand, resented the 30 minutes stolen from my otherwise-packed schedule to be subjected to my annual cleaning. I was happy as long as I could eat a Milk Dud without losing a filling and I didn't have any teeth that wobbled too badly when I brushed.
Security zealots
Recently, I read about a survey conducted by Sophos (www.sophos.com/pressoffice/news/ articles/2006/04/passwordadvice.html) that asked, "Do you use the same password for multiple Web sites?" Their admittedly unscientific results confirmed what most of us would expect: 41 percent of the respondents said they always use the same password, 45 percent said they have a few different passwords, and 14 percent said they never use the same password on multiple Web sites. My guess is that those 14 percent either don't have an Internet connection or are "security professionals."
Since that day in the dental hygienist's chair, I've encountered numerous other zealots in fields ranging from religion to automobile tires. But I flashed back to my dental hygienist when I discussed the Sophos survey results with some of my "security professional" acquaintances. They expressed the same mixture of astonishment and offense (well, maybe not so much astonishment) as she did that day years ago.
As with almost every other zealot I've encountered over the years, I concluded that these folks just don't get it. Sure, good (at least functional) teeth, tires that won't spontaneously explode, and the privacy of my personal data are important to me. But most people aren't going to commit a huge amount of resources to achieve these goals. Maybe they should, but they won't-if they did, everyone would brush and floss twice a day, have their tires rotated every 3,000 miles, and voluntarily change their passwords every two weeks. I might be out in left field here, but I don't think any of these are common behaviors.
User overhead
The problem is that where the "security professional" sees prudent, responsible behavior,
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users simply see overhead that gets in the way of performing whatever task they're trying to do.
For example, the US National Archives (www.archives.gov/frc/cips/ password-rules.html) has several rules for their passwords. Passwords must contain exactly eight characters, including one or more of each of these three classes:
■ letters, ■ numbers, and ■ special characters <e>, @, #, $, and </e>.
Passwords cannot contain
■ repeating letters or numbers (such as aa, DD, or 22), ■ common words and abbreviations, or ■ any portion of the user ID.
Finally, users must ■ change their passwords at least every 90 days and ■ not reuse their last three passwords and current password.
You can just imagine the joy users feel when they first encounter this set of rules, since the systems are so much more secure than unprotected files. It's very likely that users are told to never, ever write their password down in case some nefarious coworker might misappropriate it and, moreover, that discovery of such a misdeed can result in disciplinary action. And just in case someone might try to masquerade as a user and call in claiming to have forgotten his or her password, users must no doubt request new passwords in person with muliple forms of picture ID.
Indeed, users who are simply trying to get their jobs done will likely be falling all over themselves with glee at how secure this data is. We can barely imagine their joy when informed that the passwords on the eight different systems they must use to perform their various daily tasks must all be different to ensure that if one account is compromised, the others won't be. Surely any information worker would be giddy with happiness over working in such a secure environment.
Of course, the reality is that users will complain. They'll find ways to circumvent the mandatory periodic password changes so that they won't have to memorize yet another password. (My favorite is to simply make three successive password change requests to get back to that clever password I memorized two years ago.) If they do forget their password, which they're almost certain to do, they'll simply borrow a coworker's account until they can make time in their busy schedules to hike over to Operations and beg for a new password. In spite of the security staff's good intentions, users are more likely to view complicated password rules and mandatory change schedules as simply more bureaucratic overhead rather than as an important part of system security.
A technology whose time has passed?
In fact, usernames and passwords are relatively ancient technology. They were never designed to protect access to sensitive information. In the early days of computing, they served simply to organize files and manage resources (for example, managing quotas and charging for time-sharing services). In this era, fellow computer users were viewed as colleagues and not adversaries. Virtually every Unix system had a guest account (that wasn't password protected), and virtually all files were world-readable. Passwords were actually maintained in clear-text files (albeit not world-readable ones) and compared directly to whatever the user typed in.
In the early days of computing, typical users connected through serial connections (direct dial-ups or hardwired 9,600-baud serial cables) and had only one or two accounts to deal with. No one worried about packets shuttling through intermediate network nodes of unknown pedigree. In fact, the primary hurdle most hackers had to contend with in those days was discovering a telephone number connected to a modem.
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tle thought was given to security. For example, not only did a GET request send the form contents in the clear, they were also stored in a world-readable log file. Amazingly, this was the default mechanism for submitting a form. Unless the Web page author chose to use the METHOD = POST parameter in the FORM tag, you could count on whatever you entered in a form being stored in a log file for the world to see. Similarly, basic authentication would by default send usernames and passwords in the clear. Of course, that was then and this is now. What most amazes me is how well username and password technology has adapted to ever-increasing security demands. But we're almost certain to hit a wall sometime soon in terms of what we can expect from this paradigm.
Evolving technology on questionable foundations
To some degree, the evolution of usernames and passwords from a file organization and resource management mechanism to a barrier between our financial assets and criminals worldwide represents many of the computing issues we face in the 21st century. Rather than recognizing the need for a new approach to doing things, we continue to tweak old technology to (temporarily) meet our needs.
For example, as the number of Internet users and devices increases, we're quickly running out of IP addresses. At one time, static IP addresses were the norm, and you could associate a specific device with a specific activity on the Internet. However, as we began to run out of IP addresses, dynamic addressing appeared to temporarily fix the problem. Now, as Internet use soars, even dynamic IP addressing doesn't provide enough address space for everyone who might want to connect to the Internet (for example, using the traditional Class ABC method, China has only 22 million IP addresses for a population of 1.3 billion people). Classless interdomain routing, or CIDR, is an evolution in IP addressing and is expected to correct this limitation while still maintaining a 32-bit IP address. But will it be enough once cell phones, automobiles, and refrigerators begin to be assigned IP addresses?
The File Allocation Table ( FAT) file system is another example of technology being tweaked to accommodate new environments long after it should have been retired. Continuing to maintain the FAT file system to enable backward compatibility severely limited Windows' ability to provide true filesystem-level access control. It was at least partially responsible for many of the security issues we encountered as we moved from stand-alone desktop systems to 24/7 connected environments. Even today, although Windows XP defaults to NTFS (New Technology File System), we can still bully it into creating a FAT file system if the drive is small enough.
Do we need evolution or revolution?
Numerous authentication schemes have been proposed-smart cards, biometrics, and others. But to some extent, these are really just evolutions of the username and password paradigm. They all end up sending a message from the client to the server telling it that the client is really who it says it is. As different tweaks are applied to provide security for yet another year, we might do well to consider revolutionary schemes for user authentication.
What might these schemes be? I honestly don't know. I do know, however, that if all you have is a hammer, the whole world looks like a bunch of nails. As long as security zealots continue to labor under the fantasy that the typical user views security as part of his or her job, security will continue to be the weak link in the promise of the Internet.
What do you think?
How much time do users in your organization spend dealing with system security issues? Have you ever missed a deadline or had to work in crisis mode because of your organization's system security policies? Please write me at warren.harrison@computer.org. 
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